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QUESTION 1

A FileMaker Pro 11 database is hosted by FileMaker Server 11. User A and User B are accessing the database at the
same time. User A runs a script that loops over a set of records and makes changes to those records. During the time
that the script runs, User B is editing one of the records that is also in User A\\'s found set and is being acted on by User
A\\'s script. 

Which statement is true about this situation? 

A. User A\\'s script will stop looping when it reaches the record User B is editing. 

B. User A\\'s script will make changes to all records in its found set except the record being edited by User 

B. 

C. User A\\'s script will stop looping when it reaches the record User B is editing, and will wait to continue until User B
releases the record. 

D. When it reaches the record User B is editing, User A\\'s script will stop if User A\\'s script is running with Set Error
Capture[On]. Otherwise User A will be prompted to either continue or cancel the running script. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A table in a FileMaker Pro 11 database has a field CompanyName of type Text. The following field 

validation options are set for this field: 

Validate data in this field only during data entry 

Allow user to override during data entry 

Require not empty 

Display custom message if validation fails 

A user imports a set of records into this table. Some records have no value in the CompanyName field. 

What will occur? 

A. All of the records will be imported. No error message will be displayed. 

B. The user will see the custom error message, but the import will continue if the user overrides the error. 

C. All records with a value for CompanyName will be imported. The user will also see the specified custom error
message. 

D. The user will see the custom error message, but in the case of an import, overriding the error is not allowed and no
records are imported. 

E. All records with a value for CompanyName will be imported. The user will see an error dialog from the FileMaker Pro
application stating that some records could not be imported due to errors, along with a count of those records. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which method can be used to sort related records within a portal in a FileMaker Pro 11 database? 

A. In Layout Mode, rightclick on a field in the portal and choose Sort Portal from the contextual popup menu. 

B. In Layout Mode, select the portal then choose Sort records in the Behavior section of the Data tab of the Inspector. 

C. In the Relationships Graph, change the Sort records setting in the Specify Table dialog for the portal\\'s table
occurrence. 

D. Run a script using the Sort Records [ ] script step, choosing the portal\\'s table occurrence from the popup menu of
the Sort related records checkbox option. 

E. Change the Sort records setting in the Edit Relationship dialog for the last relationship leading to the portal\\'s table
occurrence from the context of the layout\\'s table occurrence on the Relationships Graph. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A FileMaker Pro 11 file has a Customer table and a related Contact table. The relationship from Customer to Contact is
configured to create related records in the Contact table. On the Relationships Graph, an external table occurrence
called Invoice is referenced and is related to the Customer table. The file has layouts based on the Customer, Contact,
and Invoice table occurrences. 

The following script is used: 

Script A: 

New Record/Request 

A button that performs Script A has been placed on the Customer layout in a portal that displays the 

related Contact records. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Contact table. 

B. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Customer table. 

C. If the user is on the Contact layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record will be created in the
Contact table. 

D. If the user is on the Customer layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record is created in the
Customer table, and a new related record is created in the Contact table. 

E. Without a Go to Layout script step, Script A cannot be run from the Scripts menu and create a new record in the
Invoice table. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which operation requires a database file to be open in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. performing a File Maintenance option 

B. creating a copy of a file in which the OnFirstWindowOpen script is disabled 

C. performing the Export Records command from a menu, script or script trigger 

D. creating a copy of a file based on its logical structure (same as Compacted Copy) 

Correct Answer: C 
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